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Solid-State Far-Infrared Emitter Utilizing 2D-Plasmon in AlGaAs/GaAs Heterointerface

IN AlGaAs/GaAs HETEROINTERFACE
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Faculty of Engineering Science, Osaka University

Toyonaka, Osaka, Japan

Far-i-nfrared (FIR) enisslon fron the grating coupled two-dimensional (2D)
plasmon in ALGaAs/^GaAs heterointerface was investigated and pretty high emission
power of 3OvW/cn'(46Oum wave length) was obtained under the electric field
application of 760Y/en. This output power is three orders of magnitude higher
than that reported so far. Our calculation suggested that the field application
of 2q,3 kV/cn is sufficient to offer the radiant FIR (tOOrZOOun) enission in excess
of nW/emz.

1. fntroduction

A grating coupled two-dimensional (ZO) pfas-

non at and very near the semi-conductor surface

ip . promising candidate for a tunable solid-
state far-infrared (FIR) emitter. The injection
type light enitter serves as an efficient photon

radiator 1n the visible and near IR range. How-

ever, it becones out of favor for use in the IR
and FIR range because of the doninant non-

radiative Auger recombination of the injected
minority carriers in semiconductors with very

narrow energy gap. Whereas, the plasmon in the

semiconductor, an el-emental excitationr does not

take any special limltation in its oscillation
frequency. Moreover, it can be excited simply
via the energy and momentun reLaxation of the

streamj-ng hot electrons and extracted outward by

the coupli-ng wlth a metal grating placed adja-
cent to the semiconductor surface.

Until now, the experiments have been car-
ried out with Si metal-oxcide-semiconductor
(MOS) struct,r""1r2), where 2D el-eetrons were

induced under the applied gate bias and the
plasmon photon came out attenuatively through
the thin netal gate. Therefore, the observed

FIR enission power was as low as 1o-8W /"n2 (zgo

um)2). Recent progress of the selecti-vefy-
doping epitaxial technique has mad.e feasible to

employ tt+-AlG.As/GaAs single heterostructures,
instead of Si-MOS, to the suitable materials for
the plasnon ep111s13r4). The other point to be

noticed is that estabh-shment of higher eleetron

tenperature T" is an essential way to grow up

the plasnon FIR enission power, since 2D plas-
mons are "*cit"d i-n energy relaxation process of
2D hot electrons, which are heated up by the
applled el-ectric field. Experi-nents were, how-

ever, nade only in the low field regionl 12).

This seems to be the second reason for the

observed l-ow emi-ssion pouer stated above. Our

previous work was also the case. In the present

paper, we report first observation of the plas-
non FIR emission and 2D electron tenperature
under high electric field with AlGaAs/GaAs sin-
gle interface heterostructure.

2. Experinental

2-1 Sanple preparation and neasurement way

The FIR eni-tters were fabricated on MBE

grown heterostructure wafers, the detail-s of
which are summarized in Tab. I. The donor im-
purity in n+-AlGaAs layer was Si. The enitter
structure shown in Fig. '1 is the sane that
reported in the last conference. The Au-Ge

aIloy, rather than AuGeNi, provided better ohnic
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Fig. 1. A top and c;t-away view of the completed.
enitter. Test spe.cim en #60-10. #12/+-03 has a
cap layer on the n'-AlGaAs layer.

contact to n+-AlGaAs layer even at the cryogeni-c

anbient temperattlres.

The metal gratings placed on the top of the
epitaxial wafers and between the two el_ectrodes

were designed according to the following disper-
sion relation so as to match the resonant plas-
mon FIR frequency with the highly pure
(?xto1 lr/.^3) GaAs photod.etector deteetj-on peak
(35.5" -1 ) ,
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This simple expression derived j-n our previous
work5) is satisfactorily applicable to hetero-
structures. Prior to the netal-grating forna-
tion, thermal FIR neasurernents were made on all
bare enitters to obtain the electron tenperature
Tu vs the applied electric field E relations
which faeilitate our exploring on the plasmon
excitatlon neehanism, the limitation of FIR

Table I. Device

. 
G"Ar* "AlGaAstmh 

(kd416.4, )

Fig. ?. Electron temperature Te vs the i_nputpower. To of Iq-331#6 was meas-ured. under the
applied fi61d of up to 1OkV/cm.

enission power and so on. After this, Au thi_n
f ilras ("1OOOI) were deposited onto the AlGaAs

surface by resisti-ve heated evaporation and the
gratings were patterned with the eonventj-onal_
photolithography and wet etching techniques.

2-2. Hot electrons in 2D streams

Throughout the present work, the emphasis

is placed on the 2D plasmon excitation und.er the
high eleetric fieLd. The hot electron behavior
in 3D system has been satlsfactorily investi_
gated from various aspects. Whereas, the knowl-
edge on hot 2D electrons is stll_I 1ess. This
subsection, therefore, denotes to demonstrate
how and to what extent the 2D electron tempera-
ture is increased by the high fie1d. applieation,
and how to save the 2D electrons stream from the
real space transfer effect and etc.

The electron temperaturds T" measured from
the thermal- FIR power are piotted in Fig. 2 as a
functi-on of the input power per an el_ectron
paraneters.

Sanple
type

Layer structure

Non-doped Buffer layer Doped layer Cap layer

GaAs

(um)

A1*Ga.1_*As

x, ril
A1*Ga1_"As A1*Ga1_*As

Surface Mobility
electron
density

ns (cm-21 ("rZlvs)
ox, (A) x, (A)

#60
#124
#1
M-329
M-33t
M-337

1.4
1 .4,
1.5
1.1
1.1
1.2

0.28
0.29
0.27
o,29
0.30
0,53

80
70
63

100
75
6n

0.28 1700
0.28 350
o,27 24OO
o.29 2000
0.30 2000
0,53 2000

n
tJ

0.28 5000
n
U

0
0
n

7.zx1o)\ 58500
1./610)1 8?oo
5 Jxla )) 80000
7.3x10)' 96500
6.8x10j1 76100
4.7x1ot | 27100

600
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Fig. 3. Reduction of 2D electron concentration
via RST vs the thickness of n+-AlGaAs 1ayer.

e uOE , where u g i-s the field dependent d.c.

mobility. The derivation of T" can be seen in
Ref. 6. This figure clearly illustrates a

change of the d.omj-nant scattering mechanisn as

the field j-ntensity increases: Up to T"=100Kt

the acoustic phonon scattering determi-nes the 2D

electron transport and T" * /euOE2. With further
increase in E, the observed Te falls on the

curve calculated on the doninant polar optical
phonon scattering model. As the field lntensity
increases from 3 to 10 kV/cn, T" curve exhiblts
an steep rise like an occurrence of the polar-
runaway and no sign of intervalley-scattering
can be found. Anywayr the 2D electron tenpera-

ture T 
" 

higher than 3000K can be established
under the high fieLd application.

A possible mechani.sn whieh deteriorates the

stabilized plasmon FIR emission is the real
space transfer (RST) of hot electrons. The I-V
collapse conmonly seen in the so called MODFET

is widely known to be due to the RST effect
followed by the electron capture at the DX cen-

ters in rr*-AlGaAs layer. A systernatic study has

been carried to check how strongly the RST ef-
fect depends on the energy band diagran of the

heterostructure. In Fig. 3t the 2D electron
concentratlon n" measured before and after the

application of the high field (31<V/en) are plot-
ted as a function of the thickness of t*-AlGaAs

layer. Samples fabricated from a wafer #l
(x=0.27) give us a simple understanding of the
enhanced reduction in ns associated with the
enlargement of the depletion AlGaAs region adja-
cent to the heterointerface. The results
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Fig. /n. Plasnon FfR enission power as a function
of the applied low field. #6O-lO,

strongly suggests that the adoption of n+-AlGaAs

(x=0.2?) layer thicker than 1 5OOi is of great
favor to establish the stabilization of the high

fi-e1d operation of the plasmon enitter. Though

the reason is not known, sanples fron the wafer

M-337 (x=0.53) were not up to our expectation
regarding the reduced RST effect.

2-3. 2D plasnon FIR emission

The grati-ng coupled plasnon FfR enissions

were detected even under the applied Iow elec-
tric fie1d, as shown in Fig. {. In the figuret
the therrnal FIR power coenitted from the sanple

1s al-so depicted, being enough 1ow as compared

to the plasmon FIR emission. The super-linear
increase in the plasnon eni-ssj-on seems to be due

to the facts that T" increases alraost linearly
and that the plasmon excitation obeys the Bose-

Ei-nstein statistical- distribution.
The FIR emission in the high field region

is of nuch interest and the attempt was done in
findlng the high fiel-d 2D plasmon. Figure 5

gives the field depend.ence of the plasnon FIR

emission neasured under the applied field rang-

1ng from 20 to 760 V/ cm, where the RST effeet
(reduction the 2D electron concentration) was

almost eompletely ignored.

The highest eni-ssion power obtained so far
was in excess of 30vW/cnz under the applied
field of 76QV/cn (t"=4,OOt() at the wave length of

d60um. This value j-s more than three ordebs of
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Fig. 5. Measured plasmon FIR emission power vs
the applied electric fiel-d.

magnitude h,jgher than those ever reported and
equivalent to emitted photon number density of
?x1Ot5/*/"*2, which is comparable to the
conventional LEDs in IR and visibl_e range. This
figure also shows no saturation of emitted power

against the applied field. Hence, larger emit_
ted power will be possible to obtain by applying
higher fiel-d.

Sone data of Fig. 5 are reproduced in Fig.
6 with the theoretical curves as a function of
the eleetron tenperature Te, .where the grating
antenna eoupling efficiency is determined to be

O.O1 fron the curve fitting.
The experinental data agree with the calcu_

lations semiquantitatively. The fact that T" in
the heterostruetures raised up to lL000K when the
applied field i_ncreased to 3.5ky/cn together
with calculations given in Fig. Z strongly sug_
gest that the FIR emission power necessary for
the practi-ca1 use, order of mi-lli-watts, is
pronised with our radi_ator and, besi_des, it will
be able to work even at room tenperature.

3. Conelusion

. The plasmon FIR emission from AlGaAs/GaAs

heterostructure was measured under the hish
field application and the enission power in
excess of 3OvW/cnZ (zgOum) was obtained. From
the structural improvement, the real space
transfer of 2D hot electron and successive. trap_
ping at DX centers was avoided to large extent,
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Flg. 6. Calculated plasmon emission power as a
function of the electron tenperature. Enitter
#6O. Experimental data of lample #60.-10r are
also shown by solid ci_rcles. c is the grating
antenna efficiency.

leading to the stabilized high field operation
of the emj.tter. The electron temperature
measurenents promised the realization of the
radiant plasmon FfR emitter (mW order) j-n near
future.
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